A search for B 0 (s) → K 0 S K * (892) 0 decays is performed using pp collision data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.0 fb −1 , collected with the LHCb detector at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The B 0 s → K 0 S K * (892) 0 decay is observed for the first time, with a significance of 7.1 standard deviations. The branching fraction is measured to be
Introduction
Violation of the combined charge-conjugation and parity symmetry (CP ) is one of the fundamental ingredients to explain a dynamical generation of the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe [1] . In the Standard Model of particle physics (SM), CP violation in the quark sector is generated by a single complex phase in the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa matrix [2, 3] . However, the observed baryon asymmetry is too large to be explained by the SM mechanism alone [4] . Non-leptonic B meson decays dominated by amplitudes involving a quark and a W boson in a loop (penguin) are sensitive to the presence of non-SM physics processes. These processes could provide additional sources of CP violation that might explain the observed baryon asymmetry. The B
(h, h = π, K) decays are interesting for CP violation measurements 1 . Knowledge of the branching fractions of the various sub-modes, as reported in this paper, is an important input to the theory of CP -violation, particularly models of new-physics contributions to b → s transitions Ref. [5] . The measurements also allow tests of QCD models (see, for example, the predictions in Refs. [6] [7] [8] ). If sufficient data are available, a common approach for three-body decays is to perform an amplitude analysis by studying the structure of the Dalitz plot [9] . If data are less abundant and the decay products originate from intermediate resonances, as in the present analysis, a quasi two-body approach can be used.
The LHCb collaboration has provided results for inclusive B 
where N represents the number of observed decays, the total efficiency, and f s /f d the ratio of the fragmentation fractions of a b quark into a B 0 s or a B 0 meson [14] [15] [16] and
− decays are referred to as signal and normalisation channels, respectively.
Detector and simulation
The analysis is performed using pp collision data recorded with the LHCb detector, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.0 fb −1 , at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The LHCb detector [17, 18] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of momentum, p, of charged particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter, is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/p T ) µm, where p T is the component of the momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV/c. Different types of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.
Simulated events are used to determine the efficiency of the selection requirements, to study possible sources of background and to determine the parametrisations used to model the data. In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia 6 [19] with a specific LHCb configuration [20] . Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [21] , in which final-state radiation is generated using Photos [22] . The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [23] as described in Ref. [24] .
Event selection
The online event selection system (trigger) [25] consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software stage, in which all charged particles with p T > 500 MeV/c are reconstructed. The hardware hadron trigger requires a calorimeter cluster with transverse energy greater than 3.5 GeV. In the offline selection, candidates are divided into two non mutually exclusive categories based on the hardware trigger decision. One category consists of candidates whose decay products satisfy the hadron trigger requirements, while the other consists of candidates from events in which other particles meet the hardware trigger requirements. Only events that fall into either of these categories are used in the subsequent analysis. The software trigger requires a two-, three-or four-particle secondary vertex with a significant displacement from the primary pp interaction points. At least one charged particle must have p T > 1.7 GeV/c and be inconsistent with originating from any PV. A multivariate algorithm [26] is used for the identification of secondary vertices consistent with the decay of a b hadron.
In the offline selection the B [10] .
Fully reconstructed background decays that have the same final state as the signal include contributions from B decays to final states involving charm mesons, such as Dh,
where the proton is misidentified as a π + or K + . In addition, B decays with an intermediate charmonium state If a final-state hadron is misidentified, signal yields can potentially be affected by decays into any K 0 S h ± h ∓ final state, especially when the h ± h ∓ proceeds through a resonance. Particle identification requirements on the two tracks originating from the B decay vertex are used to separate pions, kaons and protons, and to reduce this background to a negligible level. The largest source of background is due to random tracks that form candidate B or K 0 S decay vertices. A multivariate discriminant based on a boosted decision tree (BDT) algorithm [27, 28] is used to reduce this background. The greatest discrimination in the BDT is provided by kinematic properties of the B meson, its flight direction with respect to the PV, and variables defined analogously for its decay products. The optimisation of the BDT is described in Ref. [10] ; the selection requirement on the BDT response for this analysis is chosen to maximise /(a/2 + √ N B ) [29] . Here, is the signal efficiency, B represents the number of background events in the signal mass interval, which is estimated using data by extrapolating the number of background events from the upper mass sideband into the signal region, and a = 5 is the chosen target signal significance.
The efficiencies are determined from simulation, except for the particle identification efficiencies. The latter are determined from data using samples of kinematically identified charged particles from
, and Λ → π − p decays, reweighted to match the kinematic properties of the signal. The BDT selection efficiency for signal is approximately 85% (90%) for downstream (long) signal decays; approximately 88% (95%) of backgrounds in the respective categories are rejected. The B 0 → K 0 S π + π − decay selection efficiency is taken from Ref. [10] . The efficiencies for the normalisation channel are determined in bins of the Dalitz plane and are reweighted from data using the sPlot method [30] .
Fit model
Two-dimensional extended maximum likelihood fits to the unbinned K 0 S K + π − and K + π − mass distributions are used to determine the event yields for the signal channel, while an independent one-dimensional fit to the K 0 S π + π − mass distribution is used for the normalisation channel. The correlation between the two signal mass distributions is checked on simulation. The results do not show significant correlations and therefore the correlation terms are neglected in the fit. Candidates in the long and downstream categories are fitted simultaneously. The signal fit is restricted to candidates in the mass regions 5000 < m(K
The fit model consists of signal, non-resonant background, partially reconstructed background and combinatorial background components.
The B 0 and the B 0 s components of the signal are both parametrised as two Gaussian distributions with a power-law tail on each side. For each component the two functions share the peak position and the width parameters. The parameters describing the tails are determined by fits to simulated samples and subsequently fixed in the fit to data. The systematic uncertainty associated with this choice is found to be negligible. The 
s mass distribution is described using the same parametrisation as for the previous background, while the invariant mass distribution for K * 0 candidates is described by a relativistic Breit-Wigner function sharing the peak position and widths with the signal component. The yield for these components are determined in the fit to data.
The combinatorial background is modelled by an exponential function in the B candidate mass distribution and a linear function in the K * 0 candidate mass distribution. 
Systematic uncertainties
The model used to fit data and the limited knowledge in the efficiency determination are possible sources of systematic uncertainty. Many parameters in the fit are fixed to values obtained from fits to simulated data. The associated systematic uncertainties are determined from fits to pseudoexperiments generated assuming alternative values of the relevant parameters, corresponding to variations within uncertainties around their default values. The average difference between the yields determined in the pseudoexperiments and the nominal value is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
The fit model does not account for the possible interference between the P wave of the K * direction of the K + in the K * 0 rest frame with respect to the direction of the boost from the laboratory frame to the K * 0 rest frame. The cos θ K * 0 distribution is described by a parabola, where the second-order term represents the signal P wave, the constant term is related to the S wave and the first-order term accounts for the interference. Using the sPlot technique [30] , the cos θ K * 0 distribution of the signal P and S wave is unfolded from the other background components. A fit in the region of positive cos θ K * 0 is performed using a second-order polynomial and the systematic uncertainty is determined as the relative 
decays. Potential biases that may be associated with the maximum likelihood estimator are investigated using pseudoexperiments. The systematic uncertainty is determined as the average difference between the nominal value and the fitted yields in the pseudoexperiments.
The impact of the limited size of the simulated samples, used to determine the selection and particle identification efficiencies, is considered as systematic uncertainty. In addition, the hardware trigger is a potential source of systematic uncertainty due to imperfections in the description of data by simulation. A data sample of
, decays is used to characterise the trigger efficiencies of the pions and kaons, separated according to particle charge, as a function of the transverse energy of the associated cluster in the hadron calorimeter [25, 32] . These data-driven calibration curves are used to weight simulated events in order to determine the efficiency of the hadron trigger.
The effective lifetimes of B 0 s meson reconstructed in a particular decay depend on the CP -admixture of the final state because CP -even and CP -odd eigenstates may have different lifetimes [33] . Since the selection efficiency depends on decay time, this might lead to a source of uncertainty in the measurement. The relative change in efficiency with [14] [15] [16] , is taken into account. A summary of the relative uncertainties on the ratio of branching fractions is given in Table 2 . The final results reported in Sec. 6 take into account correlations between the two samples; thus the systematic uncertainty for the combined measurement is reduced.
6 Summary and conclusion 
For the B 0 decay, an upper limit at 90% (95%) confidence level (CL) is determined. The likelihood function is convolved with a Gaussian function with standard deviation equal to the total systematic uncertainty, and the upper limit is taken to be the value of the relative branching fraction below which 90% (95%) of the total integral of the likelihood function over non-negative branching ratio values is found. The central value and the upper limit on the relative branching fraction of the decay
< 0.020 (0.021) at 90% (95%) CL.
The absolute branching fractions, calculated using the reference value of
, determined without using the correlated LHCb measurement. The results are expressed in terms of the sum of final states containing either
where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second systematic, the third due to the ratio of the fragmentation fractions and the fourth due to the uncertainty on the branching fraction of the normalisation decay. These results are in agreement with theoretical predictions [6-8] and can be used to further constrain phenomenological models. 
